
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

IJEN BROMO TOUR 

TOUR CODE BRO 104 PRICE / PERSON IDR 1.300.000 

DURATION 3 D MIN BOOKING 2 PEOPLE 

Program : 
D1 : Meet and greet at Perama Kuta office to join and start the trip. We leave the office at 10.00 drive to Gilimanuk 
Harbor which takes around 4 - 5 hours. Get the ferry and cross Bali Strait to reach Ketapang Harbor. (NOTE : in 
same case, we will drop you off at the harbor, and you will cross to Java without the car. Another car and driver 
will meet you in the other side).  Afterward we drive to Ketapang in Banyuwangi. Check in to your chosen hotel. 
 
D2 : At 01:00 AM, our driver will take you to Paltuding (start point of Ijen Crater). From the Park Ranger post starts 
the 90-minutes hike to Ijen Crater, which is about 2 kilo meters uphill and 1 kilo meter flat. After that you can enjoy 
the beauty of the blue fire until the sun come up and you can see  the biggest crater lake in indonesia and the 
mining worker carrying the sulfur. 
 
Afterward, drive back to hotel and continue our journey to Probolinggo Town (Perama shelter office - Mahameru 
Transport office).  Then get another 1 hour transfer to Cemara Lawang Village, drop off to your chosen hotel. Stay 
overnight in Cemara Lawang Village 
 
D3 : The trip start from your hotel at 04.00. One of our staff will lead you to the entry gate for walking down the 
crater wall. You just need to follow the white stone markers to reach the volcano. It takes around 45 minutes 
crossing the Sea Sands till you reach the bottom of Bromo Crater.  Afterward, climb the steps for around 250 traps. 
From the top of the crater Bromo we could see the phenomen on of the active volcanic mountain. We also see a 
strecth of the sea sand in which a very broad and mount Semeru that is the highest mountain in java with altitude 
3.676m above sea level. After sunrise, heading back to hotel through the same way under the sunlight.  
 
At 09.00 we leave the hotel and drive to Probolinggo, to catch your travel arrangement back to Kuta Bali or 
Surabaya Airport or Jogjakarta City. Ends of your trip. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

IJEN BROMO TOUR 

TOUR CODE BRO 104 PRICE / PERSON IDR 1.300.000 

EAST JAVA TOUR  

2020 

FROM BALI 

FROM SURABAYA or MALANG at 16.00 

FROM YOGYAKARTA at 09.00 



 
 

 

DURATION 3 D MIN BOOKING 2 PEOPLE 

Program : 
D1 : Meet and greet at the meeting point to join and start the trip. We drive to Probolinggo town (Perama shelter 
office - Mahameru Transport office).  Then get another 1 hour transfer to Cemara Lawang Village, drop off to your 
chosen hotel. 
Stay overnight in Cemara Lawang Village 

 
D2 : The trip start from your hotel at 04.00. One of our staff will lead you to the entry gate for walking down the 
crater wall. You just need to follow the white stone markers to reach the volcano. It takes around 45 minutes 
crossing the Sea Sands till you reach the bottom of Bromo Crater.  Afterward, climb the steps for around 250 traps. 
From the top of the crater Bromo we could see the phenomen on of the active volcanic mountain. We also see a 
strecth of the sea sand in which a very broad and mount Semeru that is the highest mountain in java with altitude 
3.676m above sea level. After sunrise, heading back to hotel through the same way under the sunlight.  
 
At 09.00 we leave the hotel and drive to Probolinggo to continue your trip to Ketapang in Banyuwangi. 
Check in to your chosen hotel. 
 
D3 : At 01:00 AM, our driver will take you to Paltuding (start point of Ijen Crater). From the Park Ranger post starts 
the 90-minutes hike to Ijen Crater, which is about 2 kilo meters uphill and 1 kilo meter flat. After that you can enjoy 
the beauty of the blue fire until the sun come up and you can see the biggest crater lake in Indonesia and the 
mining worker carrying the sulfur. Afterward, drive back to hotel. 
 
At 11.00 catch your travel arrangement back to Kuta Bali. Ends of your trip. 

 
 

PRICE PER PERSON BASED ON SHARING 

INCLUDE : Sharing AC coach, Ferry ticket EXCLUDE : Meals, Accommodation, Entrance Fee, 
Insurance 

 
NOTE :  

1. Entrance fee in ijen rp 100.000/person weekdays - rp 150.000/person weekend 

2. Entrance fee in bromo rp 230.000/person weekdays - rp 330.000/person weekend 

3. Meeting point in Surabaya airport : at Starbucks – domestic arrival terminal 

4. Meeting point in Malang : at Oen Restaurant 

 


